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MAIN IDEA

AIS also makes it possible to create a dynamic risk picture
 Introduction of the “risk index”
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RISK INDEX; DEFINITION

Risk index: calculated value for each individual ship 
indicating the average risk of the ship at that moment.

Risk = Probability * Consequences

Probability  expected probability of an accident when a ship will be 
present at the given location (AIS) taking into account different 
given factors;

Consequences expected consequences given an accident (in this 
case the expect amount of oil (or chemical) spill);
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RISK INDEX: FREQUENCY MODEL

• EXP : Exposure for a certain accident type (i), e.g. encounter
• CASRAT : Casualty rate for a certain accident type (i) for 

a certain type of ship and ship size

• Fflag = multiplication factor for flag state (Port State Control List)
• Fage = multiplication factor for age of the ship
• Fwind = multiplication factor for wind
• Fvis = multiplication factor for visibility
• Fnav = multiplication factor for navigational status

Paccident(i) = EXP(i) * CASRAT(i, type, size)

Paccident(i) = Fflag * Fage * Fwind * Fvis * Fnav * EXP(i) * CASRAT(i, type, size)
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RISK INDEX: FREQUENCY MODEL

• Exposures: possible dangerous situation given the 
present traffic situation, area layout and environmental 
conditions.

Accident type Exposure
Collision Encounter
Foundering Nautical miles
Hull failure Nautical miles
Machinery failure Nautical miles
Fire/Explosions Nautical miles
Ramming contact Ramming Opportunity
Drifting contact Stranding Opportunity

Based on average number of 
encounters in an area

Based on CPA and TCPA, (taken from 
AIS-analysis, near-miss studies)

Based on domain penetration 
method…..
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RISK INDEX: CONSEQUENCE MODELLING

Consequences expected consequences given an accident 

1. Loss of life
2. Pollution: environmental damage (oil spill)

 Expected amount of oil spill 
3. Structural damage
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NECESSARY INPUT -- PROGRAM

• INPUT: AIS-data
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RISK INDEX; PRACTICAL USE

Assessment (strategically)
Based on the model for the risk 
index, the risk value (costs) can 
be determined for each ship at 
every moment for each area 
for which AIS-data is available.
 The risk profile of an individual track
 The total/average risk in an area per 

time period
 ….

Left: example of the average 
risk value in a gridcell based 
on the AIS-data
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RISK INDEX; PRACTICAL USE

Assessment (strategically)
Based on the model for the risk 
index, the risk value (costs) can be 
determined for each ship at every 
moment for each area for which 
AIS-data is available.
 The risk profile of an individual track
 The total/average risk in an area per 

time period
 ….

Left: balance between risk 
reduction by increasing the 
distance to the coast and 
increasing of the (extra) sailing 
costs
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RISK INDEX; PRACTICAL USE

Operational use
• Because the risk value can be calculated real-time, the index 

could also be useful in operational environments



CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK
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• An approach using AIS and a “real-time” risk calculation can 
provided insight in the present situation, but also provide 
insight in certain “hot-spots” and the change of risk in an area 
over time.

• The “model” is still (and will always be) a “living” 
model/approach, depending on the available data or depending 
on the purpose, level of detail necessary…
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